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Physics for pre-Kit.Sfi-Homework sheet "9"

Paper1: chose the best answer:

1. Three children, X, Y and Z, are using a see-saw to compare their weights.
Which line in the table shows the correct order of the children's weights?

x y y z

heaviest ( -j ligl1test

A X Y Z

B X Z Y

C Y X Z

0 Y Z X

2. Which statement about the mass of a falling object is correct?
A. It decreases as the object falls.
B. It is equal to the weight of the object.
C. It is measured in Newton's.
D. It stays the same as the object falls.

x z

3. The weights of four objects, I to 4, are compared using a balance. Which object is the lightest?

r::=.. I

A. Object 1 B. Object 2 C. Object 3 D. Object 4
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pan X pan Y

4. A simple balance has two pans suspended from the ends
of arms of equal length. When it is balanced, the pointer
is at O. Four masses (in total) are placed on the pans,
with one or more on pan X and the rest on pan Y. Which
combination of masses can be used to balance the pans?

A. I g, 1 g, 5 g, 109
B. 19,2g,2g,5g
C. 2 g, 5 g, 5 g, 109
D. 2g,5g, 109, 109

5. The force of gravity acting on an astronaut in an orbiting spacecraft: is less than when she is on the Earth's surface.
Compared with being on the Earth's surface, how do her mass and weight change when shegoes into orbit?

mass in orbit weight in orbit

A decreases decreases

B decreases unchanged

C unchanged decreases

0 unchanged unchanged

6. The table shows the weight ofa 10 kg mass on
each of five planets. On which planets would an
astronaut have a smaller weight than 011 Earth?

A. Mercury, Mars and Jupiter
B. Mercury, Venus and Mars
C. Mercury, Venus and Jupiter
D. Venus, Mars and Jupiter

planet weight of a1 0 kg mass IN

Mercury 40

Venus 90

Earth 100

Mars 40

Jupiter 250
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7. A small steel ball is dropped from a low balcony. Ignoring air resistance, which statement describes its motion?
A. It falls with constant acceleration.
B. It falls with constant speed.
C. It falls with decreasing acceleration.
D. It falls with decreasing speed.

8. Two stones of different weight fall at the same time from a table. Air resistance may be ignored.
What will happen and why?

what will happen why

A both stones hit the floor at the same time the acceleration of wee fall is constant

B both stones hit the floor at the same time they fall at constant speed

C the heavier stone hits the floor first acceleration increases wiLh weight

D the heavier stone hits the floor first speed increases with weight

PapeJ'2:

1. Some IGCSE students were asked to write statements about mass and weight. Their statements are printed below. Put
a tick in the box alongside each of the two correct statements.

Mass and weight are the same thing. D
Mass is measured in kilograms. D
Weight is a type of force. D
Weight is the acceleration caused by gravity. D

2. In the left-hand column below are four physical quantities that might be measured in the Physics laboratory. In the
right-hand column are eight statements which might be definitions of the quantities in the left-hand column. Use a
line to join each quantity with its definition. An example has been given to help you. There is only one definition for
each quantity.

Work force of gravity on a body

How big the body is
Mass

Power of a given force

Weight -i- mass
Weight

Amount of matter in a body

Force x distance moved
Density

Mass -i- volume

The acceleration due to gravity


